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Much recent work has focused on improving the processibility and electrocapacitive performance of conducting polymer-based materials for energy related
applications. The key mechanism of conducting polymers as supercapacitor materials as is driven by the rapid charging and discharging processes that involve
mass transport of the counter ions insertion/ejection within the polymer structure, where ion diffusion is usually the limiting step on the efficiency of the
conducting polymer capacitor. Here, we report a facile method for the green fabrication of polypyrrole microspheres (PPy-MSs) and poly (3, 4ethylenedioxythiophene) microspheres (PEDOT-MSs) with good processability, intact morphology and large active surface for enhanced ion interchange
processes, without using surfactant and highly irritant or toxic organic solvents during the synthetic process. The structure and morphology of the PPy-MSs
and PEDOT-MSs were characterized by means of SEM, EDX, TEM and FTIR. Both PPy-MSs and PEDOT-MSs showed intact microsphere structures with greatly
improved water dispersity and processability. More importantly, facilated by the large active surface and inter-microsphere space for ions diffusion, both the
PPy-MSs and PEDOT-MSs showed a signiciantly enhanced electrical capacitive performance of 242 F g-1 and 91.2 F g-1, repsectively (i.e. 10 and 1.51 times in
specific capactiance than the randomly structured PPy and PEDOT). This innovative approach not only addresses fundamental issues in fabrication of high
performance processable microstructured conducting polymers, but also makes progress in delivering water processable conducting polymers that could be
potentially used for fabrication of printed electronic devices.
Keywords: energy materials, conducting polymers, microspheres interface, colloidal chemistry

Introduction
Intrinsically conductive polymers (ICP), a class of organic
polymers that conduct electricity, were first reported by Hideki
et al. in 1977 [1]. As one of the most fascinating
functional/conducting materials, organic conducting polymers
have attracted considerable attention in recent years due to
their unique electrical and physicochemical properties, such as
electrical conductivity, high biocompatibility, good chemical
stability, high electron affinity, low ionization potential and low
energy optical transitions [2-9]. Therefore, conducting polymers
are widely use in solar cells [10,11], supercapacitors [12-16],
drug delivery vehicles [17-19], transparent conductive
electrodes [20,21], organic semiconductor [22] and sensors
[23,24]. However, their performance in such applications are
profoundly affected by the structural morphology of the
conducting polymer. An appropriate micro/nanostructure could
improve the material processability and increase the effective
surface area for the ion insertion processes, and thus enhance
the performance of conducting polymer devices, such as
printed biosensors [25] and supercapacitor electrodes [26].
Various kinds of conducting polymer micro/nanostructures
have been developed, such as microspheres [27-33], nanofibers
[34, 35], nanotubes [36], nanorods [37,38], nanowires [39],

micro/nanoparticles[40,41] and microcapsules [42-44]. Among
these micro/nanostructures, microspheres/particles have
attracted special attention because of their spherical geometry,
which minimizes surface energy thus reducing the aggregation
effect, homogeneous distribution, and leads to easy processing
into a colloidal suspension. In addition, microsphere particles
are ideal building blocks for the construction of 2D or 3D devices
incorporating hierarchical structured and processable materials
for printed electronics [45].
Recently, many groups have reported the fabrication of
particles based on polyaniline (PANI) and polypyrrole (PPy),
while there are only few examples on poly (3, 4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT). This is due to the poor intrinsic properties
of EDOT, such as a relatively low efﬁciency for oxidative
polymerization and relatively low solubility of the EDOT
monomer in the absence of surfactants [42, 46, 47]. In addition,
although the PEDOT:PSS solves the solubility problem of
PEDOT[3,48], the good water solubility limits the diversity of
polymer morphologies, and the doping of PSS also partly
hinders the connection of the PEDOT chains which could
weaken the conductivity [11]. Pud et al. synthesized a very small
core-shell nanocomposite of polystyrene (PS) with doped PANI
[49]. Jang et al. demonstrated the fabrication of silica–PANI
core–shell nanoparticles [43]. Han and Foulger described the
fabrication of nanometre-sized PEDOT-coated silica core–shell

particles and PEDOT hollow particles [27]. Jiang et al. prepared
porous PPy by using a nanoscale inorganic template [50]. Zhang
and Suslick produced PEDOT microparticles by ultrasonic spray
polymerization (USPo) [51]. Sui et al. synthesized PEDOT hollow
spheres using surfactant mixtures as structure-directing agents
to synthesize conducting polymer micro hollow spheres [33].
However, the fabrication of conducting polymer silica-core shell
hybrid particles or surfactant directed methods with insulating
doping materials could affect the overall conductivity and
electrochemical performance of the resulting electrodes.
Moreover, most of the current methods have not avoided
using some irritant reagents or toxic organic solvents that would
be harmful to human health and the environment, such as
hydrofluoric acid (HF) [27,52], 4-toluenesulfonic acid (TSA) [42],
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) [33,38], ethylene
oxide (EO) [53], tetrahydrofuran (THF) [54,55], and N, Ndimethyl formamide(DMF) [56]. Due to the fact that polymer is
a soft material and as a consequence of solvent evaporation,
the microparticles prepared by these methods usually suffer
from shell collapse problems, which results in aggregation of
microspheres in both the dried state and in common solvents.
The instability in the microstructure could influence the
efficiency of mass transport and the ion insertion process. The
shell collapse is also a major drawback as building materials for
fabrication of higher order 2D or 3D structures for real device
applications. To the best of our knowledge, there is no
compatible method for preparation of PPy and PEDOT
microspheres. Thus, there is an urgent need to develop a green,
simple and convenient method to synthesize conducting
polymer microspheres with good processiblity, structural
integrity and good electrocapacitive performance.
In this work, we describe such a green and robust method
for synthesis of both PEDOT-MSs and PPy-MSs, which were
obtained by employing CaCO3 as a common hard template for
loading and polymerization of conducting polymer monomer,
followed by a simple template removal using EDTA. The
mechanism of synthesis of conducting polymer microspheres is
shown in Figure 1. The fabrication method is surfactant-free
and generally environmentally friendly (it only uses a small
quantity of ethanol and isopropanol) and performed in aqueous
media at room temperature. By this method, we overcame the
structural instability issue, and introduced a new concept in the
synthesis: mild oxidation followed by advanced oxidation for
the fabrication of structural stable and intact microspheres.
During the mild oxidation step, a primary framework of
conducting polymer is formed, which is accompanied by a slow
out-diffusion of the monomers from the CaCO3 template that
happened simultaneously leading to insufficient polymer
density within the microspheres. This was followed by an
advanced oxidation step, to replenish new monomers in the
template and allow further polymerization to reinforce the preexist polymer network and form a stable microsphere structure.
The structural and chemical characteristics of the PPy-MSs and
PEDOT-MSs obtained were examined by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM),
EDX, particle size and zeta potential analysis, and FTIR. We

Figure 1 Schematic illustration of the formation mechanism of conducting
polymer microspheres

Figure 2 SEM images of (a) PPy-MSs, (b) PEDOT-MSs. EDS maps of (c) PPyMSs, (d) PEDOT-MSs. TEM images of (e) PEDOT-MSs and (f) PPy-MSs.

further examined the electrochemical capacitive properties of
the PPy-MSs and PEDOT-MSs film with voltammetry and
galvanostatic charge-discharge techniques.

Results and discussion
The morphology of the PPy-MSs and PEDOT-MSs were studied.
Figure 2a and 2b show the SEM images of the PPy-MSs and
PEDOT-MSs prepared by the two-step oxidation method using
the CaCO3 template. It can be clearly seen that the PPy-MSs and
PEDOT-MSs display intact spherical morphology without
significant collapsed structures and maintaining a fairly uniform
particle size (Supporting Information Figure S1). Their intact
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microsphere structure with good dispersibility in water might
avail building block materials for further practical application
and facilitate the ion diffusion or mass transport, which can
enhance the electrochemical capacitive performance of these
materials. These results demonstrated several advantages of
the CaCO3 template-assisted synthesis approach. The inorganic
hard template provides a relatively stable skeleton during the
synthesis that allows easy manipulation of the multiple step
process (two-stage oxidation processes), which is difficult to
handle in conventional emulsification methods. The size and
morphology of the resulting conducting polymer microspheres
is governed by the CaCO3 template. The inorganic nature of the
CaCO3 also allows the loading of the monomers with poor
solubility, providing a compatible method for the fabrication of
different conducting polymer microspheres. Moreover, the high
magnification images show that the surface morphology of the
PPy-MSs was smoother and compact compared with the
PEDOT-MSs, which was rougher and looser (inset of Figure 2a
and 2b). This may due to the limited intrinsic properties of
EDOT, such as a relatively low efﬁciency for oxidative
polymerization leading to the formation of PEDOT-MSs with a
relatively less dense polymer network with looser structure
[42,47]. In addition, the same field of view was then examined
by EDS (Figure 2c and Figure 2d). According to their own
chemical structure, nitrogen is a characteristic element of
pyrrole and sulphur for EDOT. From the EDS map, it is clear that

abundant nitrogen appears in the PPy-MSs, but there was a lack
of sulphur. In contrast, PEDOT-MSs revealed a richness in
sulphur, but an absence of nitrogen. In addition, there is no
detectable calcium element in both PPy-MSs and PEDOT-MSs,
which indicates the CaCO3 removal is very effective. The inner
structure of the PEDOT-MSs and PPy-MSs were further
characterized by TEM. As shown in Figure 2e, the PEDOT-MSs
displayed an intact solid core microsphere structure. The
uniform distribution of the bright and dark region are shown in
high magnification TEM images suggest that PEDOT-MSs
possess sponge-like porous structure (insert of Figure 2e,
arrows indicate the pores region). On the other hand, the TEM
image of PPy-MSs (Figure 2f) appeared more homogeneous and
lighter compared with the PEDOT-MSs, which indicates a higher
porous internal structure (insert of Figure 2f, arrows indicate
the pore region). Moreover, both PPy-MSs and PEDOT-MSs
show a dense and homogenous internal structure, thus
suggesting a relatively high polymerization efficiency of
conducting polymer penetrating into the CaCO3 template
leading to the formation of solid core particle structure. The EDS
map of the TEM samples (Supporting Information Figure S2) is
in agreement with the SEM-EDS showing that calcium was
absent, which demonstrated the complete removal of CaCO 3
template from within the internal structure of PPyMSs and
PEDOT-MSs.

Figure 3 FTIR spectra of PPy-MSs, PEDOT-MSs, pure pyrrole and pure EDOT. (b) Size distribution curve of PPy-MSs and PEDOT-MSs. (c) Zeta
potentials of PEDOT-MSs and PPy-MSs. (d) Optical photographs of dispersibility of PPy-MSs, randomly structured PPy, PEDOT-MSs and randomly
structured PEDOT in water before drying and after drying.
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The FTIR spectrum of the synthesized PPy-MSs and PEDOTMSs, and the corresponding pure pyrrole and pure EDOT
monomer are shown in Figure 3a. The characteristic bands of
PPy-MSs observed in the spectrum at 1562 and 1473 cm-1, are
assigned to the symmetric and asymmetric aromatic C=C
stretching vibrations, respectively. The absorption bands at
about 1203 and 927 cm−1 are different characteristic bending
modes of C-H bending vibration. Meanwhile, the bands at 1203
and 927 cm−1 reflected the doping state of PPy-MSs [5,60-62].
While the band located at 1047 cm−1 is ascribed to the C-N
stretching vibration. The absorption bands of PEDOT-MSs at
1320, 1195, 1055, 980 cm−1 originate from C-C, C=C, C-O-R-O-C
and C-S stretching. Moreover, the characteristic band at 754
cm−1, attributed to the C-H out-of-plane bending vibration at α
-α′positions of EDOT, disappeared in the PEDOT-MSs, which
demonstrated the EDOT polymerization was successful
[5,54,56]. All obtained spectra are in good agreement with
those previously reported for pure pyrrole, EDOT and PPy,
PEDOT in the literature. The FTIR results demonstrate the
formation of PPy-MSs and PEDOT-MSs and their chemical
structure obtained by chemical polymerization was not changed
by the subsequent template removing process. What is more,
the chemical polymerization reaction will produce PPy-MSs and
PEDOT-MSs in an oxidized (conductive) form, which is
important for creating a conductive structure for further
applications. Figure 3b is the size distribution curve of PPy-MSs
and PEDOT-MSs. It clearly shows a relatively narrow size
distribution of PPy-MSs and PEDOT-MSs with mean diameters
of 3.43 ± 0.54 and 3.18 ± 0.52 μm, respectively. The surface
charge of PPy-MSs, PEDOT-MSs were characterized by zeta
potential measurements (Figure 3c). The PPy-MSs had a
negative zeta potential value of -32.6 ± 11.0 mV and the PEDOTMSs had a positive zeta potential value of 14.7 ± 7.01 mV.
Usually, PPy and PEDOT synthesized by chemical polymerization
possess an oxidation state with dopant (i.e. ClO4-) and carry a
positive charge [60,48,63]. While, here we observed that PPyMSs owned a negative charge at pH 7.4. This can be explained
by the deprotonation of the nitrogen atoms of PPy under alkali
conditions [63]. In our case, during the template removal
process driven by the reaction between EDTA and CaCO3
resulting in the in-situ formation of OH- leading to the
deprotonation of PPy, followed by the formation of negatively
charged PPy-ClO4OH-. This observation is further support by the
EDS showing a strong oxygen characteristic peak for the PPyMSs (Figure 2e). Furthermore, the charged ICP microspheres
indicate their doping state, which is the key factor for realizing
higher capacitive performance of ICPs by a doping/de-doping
process. During the redox reaction, the oxidation state of ICP
electrode compels the dopants/counter ions and electrolyte to
interchange through the internal porous structure of
microspheres to maintain the electric neutrality of system.
Meanwhile, the porous internal structure can facilitate the
electrolyte ions to access the interior structure of the ICPs
microspheres. Thus, both the porous structure and electrostatic
forces can increase the ion exchange resulting in higher storage
of electric charge. In order to intuitively observe the water

dispersity of PPy-MSs and PEDOT-MSs, a droplet of the
microspheres suspension was transferred onto a glass surface
and dried, and the morphology of the resulting dry film was
investigated (Figure 3d). The optical photographs clearly show
that the PPy-MSs and PEDOT-MSs suspension in water media
remains stable as a homogeneous black coloured solution,
which is indicative of their good dispersity and MSs film
appeared as a homogenously distributed coating layer. This
indicates their potential application as processable coating
materials for printed electronics. In contrast, the randomly
structured PPy and PEDOT that were prepared in the absence
of the CaCO3 template, had poor dispersity and significant
aggregation, likely due to the high surface roughness of the
random structure causing particle aggregation. More
importantly, the particle aggregation would greatly restrict the
ion diffusion efficiency and result in poor electrochemical
performance.
The electrochemical behaviours of different conducting
polymer films deposited onto glassy carbon electrode (GCE)
were characterized by cyclic voltammetry (CV) and
galvanostatic charging-discharging (GCD) techniques, to
evaluate the influence on the structural morphology on the
electrochemical performance of the PPy-MSs and PEDOT-MSs
compared with the randomly structured PPy and PEDOT. All
corresponding electrodes have the same mass of testing
materials (50 µg). The speciﬁc capacitance (Csp) from CV curves
can be calculated according to: Eq. (1): Csp=∫idV/mVυ
Where Csp is the speciﬁc capacitance, i is the response current
, V is the potential window, υ is the potential scan rate, and m
is the mass of the active material in the working electrode. The
specific capacitance (Csp) from GCD curves can be calculated
according to: Eq. (2): Csp=it/mV
Where i is the charge–discharge current, t is the discharge time,
V is the electrochemical window (0.6 V), and m is the mass of
active material within the electrode. Figure 4a and 4b show the
CV curves of PEDOT-MSs and PPy-MSs electrode in 0.5 M H2SO4
electrolyte in the potential range of -0.6 to 0.6 V at different
scan rates from 10-500 mV s-1, respectively. The CV curves of
PEDOT-MSs display a rectangular shape even at very high scan
rates, indicating their excellent capacitive properties. For PPyMSs, the CV curve shows a sharp rise in the current in the low
voltage region, followed by a significant drop at the vertex
potential of 0.6 V, and displaying good capacitive behaviour,
especially at low scan rate. Figure 4c and 4d shows the
representative GCD curves of PEDOT-MSs and PPy-MSs
electrodes with the potential ranging from 0 to 0.6 V at different
current densities from 0.4 to 1 A g-1. All curves display a
triangular shape indicating their typical capacitive properties.
The speciﬁc capacitances of the PPy-MSs, randomly structured
PPy, PEDOT-MSs and randomly structured PEDOT electrodes
calculated from the CV curves are plotted as a function of the
scan rates in Figure 4e. It can be seen that the speciﬁc
capacitance of the PPy-MSs is higher than that of randomly
structured PPy, especially at low scan rate. The maximum
speciﬁc capacitance of the PPy-MSs is 194.7 F g-1, while the
randomly structured PPy is only 24.2 F g-1 at a scan rate of 10
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Inter-connected microsphere
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Figure 4 The CV curves of PEDOT-MSs (a) and PPy-MSs (b) at various scan rates. The CD curves of PEDOT-MSs (c) and PPy-MSs (d) at various current density
from 0.4-1 A g-1. The speciﬁc capacitance as function of scan rate of different electrodes of PEDOT-MSs, PPy-MSs, random-structured PPy and PEDOT (e).
The speciﬁc capacitances of PEDOT-MSs, PPy-MSs, randomly structured PPy and PEDOT electrodes at different current densities (f). Stability of PEDOT-MSs,
PPy-MSs, PEDOT and PPy electrodes with a relatively high scan rate of 100 mV s-1(g). Schematic diagrams illustrate the proposed ion diffusion pathways in
randomly structured ICPs (h) and inter-connected microsphere structured ICPs (i).

mV s-1. The term “maximum specific capacitance” here refers to
the maximum value among tested points. The speciﬁc
capacitance of the PPy-MSs increased by 2.8 to 10 times
compared with the randomly structured PPy at different scan
rates. Figure 4e also shows the speciﬁc capacitance of the
PEDOT-MSs, which is higher than that of the randomly
structured PEDOT. The specific capacitance of PEDOT-MSs
increased almost 130% compared with the randomly structured
PEDOT at a scan rate of 300 mV s-1, purely due to the
morphological effect. The maximum speciﬁc capacitance of the
PEDOT-MSs was 104.21 F g-1 and the randomly structured
PEDOT was 59.97 F g-1 at a scan rate of 300 mV s-1 and 50 mV s1, respectively. The maximum difference in speciﬁc capacitance
of the PEDOT-MSs and randomly structured PEDOT was 2.3
times with the value of 104.21 F g -1 and 45.27 F g-1 at a scan rate
of 300 mV s-1. Figure 4f shows the specific capacitance
calculated from the GCD curves of PPy-MSs, randomly
structured PPy, PEDOT-MSs and randomly structured PEDOT
electrodes under different current densities. It clearly shows
that the speciﬁc capacitance of the PPy-MSs is much higher than

that of the randomly structured PPy under all tested current
densities. The PPy-MSs achieved a maximum speciﬁc
capacitance of 242.6 F g−1 at a discharge current density of 0.4
A g−1, which is about 10 times as high compared with the
randomly structured PPy of 23.8 F g−1 at 0.4 A g−1. The specific
capacitance of PPy-MSs electrodes decreased significantly with
increasing current density. This was probably caused by over
oxidation of the conducting polymer at the higher current
densities where it became unstable [6]. Nevertheless, the PPyMSs electrode shows the higher speciﬁc capacitance at low
current density compared with the randomly structured PPy,
suggesting that maintaining an intact microstructure and nonaggregated hierarchical organizational of the material is
important
for
improved
electrochemical
capacitive
performance. Similarly, the speciﬁc capacitance of the PEDOTMSs illustrated in Figure 4f is significantly higher than that of
the randomly structured PEDOT under all the tested current
densities. The PEDOT-MSs achieved a maximum speciﬁc
capacitance of 91.2 F g-1 at a discharge current density of 0.4 A
g-1, which is 1.51 times higher than the randomly structured
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PEDOT of 60.26 F g-1 at 0.4 A g-1. Furthermore, both the PEDOTMSs and randomly structured PEDOT electrodes retain a
prominent rate capability of 97.6% and 89.7% at a high
discharge current density of 1 A g-1, suggesting that PEDOT itself
is a relatively more stable material compared with PPy for
energy related applications. Figure 4g shows the cycling stability
of the PPy-MSs, randomly structured PPy, PEDOT-MSs and
randomly structured PEDOT electrodes measured at the scan
rate of 100 mV s-1. The PPy-MSs retained 89.8% of the highest
speciﬁc capacitance, while the randomly structured PPy
retained only 77.3%. The decrease may due to their structure
being partly destroyed during the long process of ion
insertion/ejection from the PPy chains during the measurement
cycles. However, the PPy-MSs still shows a better stability
compared with the randomly structured PPy. The spherical
structural morphology may minimize the effect of film
aggregation so as to reduce the resistance of ion diffusion and
to maintain a higher electrochemical capacitive performance.
The cycling stability of the PEDOT-MSs and randomly structured
PEDOT electrodes retained 95% and 97.9% capacitance after
200 cycles, respectively. Both PEDOT-MSs and randomly
structured PEDOT maintain a very stable performance. A
possible reason for this is the good thermal and chemical
stability of the 3, 4-disubstituted thiophene ring structure and
fast electrochemical kinetics [6,7,9,53]. The good cycling
stability may also likely be due to the relatively open intrinsic
microstructure of the PEDOT-MSs, as shown in Figure 2b, that
facilitates the ion insertion/ejection processes even at a relative
high scan rates and long cycling processes. All results
demonstrate that the appropriate changes in the external
microstructure of conducting polymers could enhance their
electrochemical capacitive properties. As showed in Figure 4h
and 4i, the enhanced capacitive properties are possibly
facilitated by the relatively homogenous micro-structured
morphology of individual PPy-MSs and PEDOT-MSs and the
space within the inter-microparticles network to promote ion
diffusion and insertion process. In contrast, the serious
aggregation of randomly structured PPy and PEDOT reduced the
accessible surface area for ion diffusion and insertion into the
ICPs.

microparticle film. The resulting processable conducting
polymer microspheres could potentially be formulated into a
functional ink for top-down large-scale fabrication of printed
supercapacitors.

Experimental
Chemicals.
Calcium chloride (CaCl2), sodium carbonate (Na2CO3), copper (II)
perchlorate hexahydrate Cu(CIO4)2·6H2O, sodium persulfate
(Na2S2O8), ethylenediaminetetracetic acid (EDTA-2Na), ethanol,
2-propanol, 3, 4-ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT) were
purchased from Sigma–Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) and were
used as received. Pyrrole (99%) (Py) was further purified before
use by passing through a neutral column of alumina (0.05 µm)
to obtain a colourless liquid. All other chemicals were analytical
grade and used without further purification. All solutions were
prepared with milli-Q water.
Preparation of porous calcium carbonate microparticles.
Calcium carbonate microparticles were synthesized by a
previously reported method with minor modifications [57-59].
Briefly, 2 mL of 1 M Na2CO3 solution was mixed with an equal
volume of 1 M CaCl2 solution in a small beaker with stirring at
600 r.p.m. for 1 min. The solution mixture turned opaque
almost instantly. Then, the CaCO3 microparticles were washed
by repeated centrifugation (130 g, 1 min) and redispersed in
milli-Q water and ethanol twice, followed by washing with 2propanol. The CaCO3 microparticles obtained were stored in 2propanol for further use.
Preparation of PPy and PEDOT microspheres.
A typical preparation process consisted of two key steps: mild
oxidation and advanced oxidation. For the first mild oxidation
step: Excess Py and EDOT monomers were loaded into the
porous CaCO3 microparticles by mixing, and incubated for 2
hours to allow infusion of the monomer into the pores of the
CaCO3 microparticles. Then, the monomer-loaded CaCO3
microparticles were washed with 2-propanol by centrifugation
(130 g, 1 min). To initiate the polymerization of the monomers,
500 µL of Na2S2O8 (0.2 M) and 120 µL of Cu(ClO4)2 (0.5 M) were
added to the monomer-loaded CaCO3 microparticles. The
mixture was incubated for 6 hours at room temperature (22°C).
The reaction mixture was collected and centrifuged at 130 g for
2 min, and then the pellet was resuspended and washed twice
in 2-propanol, ethanol, milli-Q water and 2-propanol. For the
advanced oxidation step: the pre-matured microparticles were
mixed again with enough corresponding monomers, and
incubated for 4 hours to allow a deep infusion of the monomers
through the partially polymerized network into the interior of
the CaCO3 microparticles. Then, the microparticles were
washed by centrifugation (130 g, 1 min) with 2-propanol and the
same amount of oxidant as in the first step was added followed
by deep polymerization of 24 hours. Then, the microparticle
mixture was washed by centrifugation (130 g, 1 min) with 2-

Conclusions
We have demonstrated a compatible method for the bulk
synthesis of highly dispersible and processable micro-structured
PPy-MSs and PEDOT-MSs that does not require surfactants or
highly toxic organic solvents. Both the PEDOT-MSs and PPy-MSs
had an intact microsphere structure with fairly uniform
diameter and good dispersity, and could be useful as building
blocks for top-down fabrication of higher order 2D structured
films. Both the PEDOT-MSs and PPy-MSs displayed significantly
improved stability and electrochemical capacitive performance
compared with randomly structured PPy and PEDOT, and
demonstrated that the intact spherical morphology could
minimize particle agglomeration, thus retaining the interparticle space that facilitates the ion diffusion/insertion into the
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propanol, ethanol and milli-Q water. Subsequently, the CaCO3
template was removed by the addition of 1 mL EDTA solution
(0.2 M) followed by an incubation for 1 hour at room
temperature (22°C). Excess EDTA was removed by washing with
milli-Q water three times by centrifugation (130 g, 1 min) and
re-dispersion cycles. The pure PPy-MSs and PEDOT-MSs were
dried in a vacuum chamber for 48 hours, then the PPy-MSs and
PEDOT-MSs were re-dispersed in milli-Q water to a
concentration of 10 mg mL-1 and stored at room temperature
(22°C) for further characterization. The fabrication of randomly
structured PPy and PEDOT were obtained using similar chemical
procedures without the CaCO3 template.

a conventional three-electrode electrochemical system. A silver
chloride electrode (Ag/AgCl, 3 M KCl) and a Pt wire were used
as the reference and counter electrode, respectively. A glassy
carbon electrode (GCE, 3 mm diameter, surface area 0.0707
cm2) was used as the working electrode after being polished to
mirror-like finish with 1.0, 0.3, and 0.05 µm alumina slurries
successively and washed ultrasonically in milli-Q water. 5μL of
the conducting polymer ink (10 mg mL-1) was deposited onto
the GCE and air dried overnight, followed by deposition of 2 μL
of 0.05 wt.% Nafion ethanol solution for packaging and
protection of the electrode surface. Finally, the electrochemical
performance of the PPy-MSs and PEDOT-MSs electrodes were
evaluated by cyclic voltammetry (CV) and galvanstatic chargedischarge (GCD). All current densities in the manuscript were
calculated by normalizing the current with the absolute mass of
PPy-MSs and PEDOT-MSs. All experiments were carried out at
ambient temperature.

Morphology and Characterization.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of PPy-MSs and
PEDOT-MSs were recorded with a LEO 155 Gemini (Zeiss, OR,
USA). The same field of view was then scanned using an energydispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS) to acquire a set of X-ray
maps for C, S, O and N. All microspheres samples suspended in
Milli-Q water were applied on a flat silicon surface, airdried at
ambient temperature, and coated with platinum. Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) images of PPy-MSs and PEDOT-MSs
were recorded with a G2 Sprit/Biotwin (FEI-Technai, Hillsboro,
OR, USA).
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Particle Size and Zeta Potential Analysis.
The particle size and zeta potentials (surface charge) of the PPyMSs and PEDOT-MSs were measured using a Zetasizer Nano
ZS90 (Malvern Instruments Ltd., Worcestershire, U.K.). Particle
size was measured on the basis of the dynamic light scattering
technique, measuring the Brownian motion of the particles and
converting the data into a size distribution graph using the
Stokes-Einstein relationship. The zeta potential was measured
on the basis of the laser Doppler micro-electrophoresis
principle. The electrophoretic mobility (μ) was converted to the
zeta potential (ζ) by using the Smoluchowski relation ζ = μη/ε,
where η and ε are the viscosity and permittivity of the solution,
respectively. One milliliter of suspended microspheres in water
was loaded into a zeta potential measuring cell. The
measurements were performed at 25 °C, and the mean zeta
potential values were calculated by taking an average of three
repeated measurements.
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Figure S1. SEM images of PEDOT-MSs and PPy-MSs with at low magnifications.

Figure S2. TEM-EDX spectrum of PEDOT-MSs and PPy-MSs
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